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same way as it was impossible to demonstrate rationally God’s non-existence, 













































in  this  paper.  I wish  to  look  at  the  relationships  between belief  and  ritual, 
thought and behaviour,  in one particular case:  the act of praying  in roman 
Catholicism. My thesis is that while praying is an essentially mental activity 
coextensive with the very concept of belief itself, that mental act, that belief 




































religious  convention”  (Mauss  2003:  36).  according  to  Mauss,  what  makes 
prayer  a  social  fact  or  social  institution  is  precisely  its  linguistic  and  ritual 
































































































































of  belief,  the  internal  mental  state  which  presumably  identifies  in  the  last 
instance the truly honest religious faith needs to be externalised all the same. 





























always  find  a  cluster  of  anonymous  thanksgiving  prayers  and  the  instruc-
tions for their recitation. These prayers are published by the people who have 
been granted the favour or request they asked for, that is why they are called 
“thanksgiving” prayers. sometimes  it  is only the actual  thanksgiving that  is 
published. I will  take a few examples form the Galway Advertiser of the 14th 



















in  the  same  page.  These  are  standard  roman  Catholic  prayers  that  can  be 
obtained from any prayer book (or, nowadays, downloaded from the internet). 
The interesting thing is the subtle way in which this form of externalisation 
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a DeTaILeD PerforManCe
If  prayer  is,  in  essence,  an  internal  mental  act,  why  does  one  have  to  go 


















freud  also  understood  that  despite  the  alleged  abundance  of  (apparent) 
symbolic  meaning  to  be  found  in  ritual  action,  a  somehow  deeper  level  of 












































mountain,  or  climbing  the mountain  and  stopping  at  the  stations,  but one 
has  to  climb  the mountain,  stop  at  the  stations,  go  around  the  stations  so 
many times, saying so many prayers, etc. Boyer and Liénard believe that the 


























whereas  functionalists  managed  to  provide  an  explanation  for  ritual  while 
overlooking  its  characteristics,  cognitive  scientists  pay  due  attention  to  the 


















technique;  furthermore,  “magicians  set  high  standards  for  the  performance 






























































Care  for  detail,  meticulousness,  fastidiousness  in  the  performance  of 
prayer is symbolic of a particular mental state, in the same way as these same 
 characteristics  are  indexical  of  certain  effects  in  the  case  of  magical  spells. 
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Oração e simbolização numa comunidade católica irlandesa    Carles salazar    universitat 
de Lleida    salazar@hahs.udl.cat
o objectivo deste texto é o de apresentar uma análise da oração na vida quotidiana de uma comunidade 
católica irlandesa. a oração é um acto mental que necessita de actualização de acordo com instruções 
detalhadas. Tal acontece porque as orações devem ser “autênticas”, isto é, deve haver uma correspon-
dência entre o acto da oração e o estado mental de “crença”. Tendo em conta que os estados mentais 
são, por definição, invisíveis, o argumento deste artigo será que essa correspondência apenas pode ser 
simbolizada através das características particulares do acto de oração. ao chamar a atenção para a natu-
reza simbólica do acto de oração, sugere-se em consequência uma alternativa para as recentes propostas 
cognitivas de análise sobre ritualização.
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